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My background 

Work with DNA and RNA sequence data (big data) 

Animal species with inadequate (sheep) or no 
(reindeer) genomic annotations available 

Sheep – how we can increase the productivity 
(reproductive efficiency) 

Reindeer – how animals exist in extreme climate and if 
Humans played any role in their existence (collaboration 
with anthropologists) 

Open-source softwares for data analysis 

Struggle in finding right (better) tools and methods 
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IDF as an appetizer 

Organized the day before RDA plenary 

Unlike academic conferences 

Panel discussions and keynote talks from academia 
and government sectors 

Opportunities and challenges of open science and open 
data 

Data for the public good 

Responsibilities of data scientists 

Justified the importance of organizations like RDA 
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Informative ”RDA for newcomers” 

Must-attend session for newcomers 

Introduction to RDA as an organization 

General overview of different groups (WG, IG, 
BoFs) 

How to get involved in RDA community 
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Resourceful IG/WG/BoF workshops 

Covered progresses and future plans 

Useful for collaboration, networking  

Understand how the groups are coordinated  and 
tasks are completed  

Some IGs like IGAD usually have pre-meetings 
before RDA plenaries 

Supported two IG workshops 
IGAD and associated WGs 

IG Elixir bridging force and WG biosharing registry 
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Inspiring early career meeting 

Interesting projects by early career fellows (from 
RDA-US) 

Useful tips and experiences by early career fellows 

General discussion on RDA P8  

Possibilities of forming early career BoF  
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Unique RDA early career program 

Travel and subsidiary costs to attend RDA Plenaries 
(RDA-EU) 

Opportunities 
Present a poster: https://goo.gl/B2QRSr  

Share your experience  : https://goo.gl/D2IDq5  

Support activities: https://goo.gl/V9vlqP and 
https://goo.gl/9HmMUb  

Formal and informal meetings 
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Post-plenary thoughts 

Livestock in RDA 
Under IGAD 

Commitment to open science  
Open access journal, code sharing, data sharing, 
knowledge sharing 

Standardization of bioinformatics tools and 
methods 

Similar thoughts? (kisun.pokharel@helsinki.fi ) 
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Thank you! 
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